Introduction

In many African countries, international financial institutions, health organisations, and donors finance an important portion of the health sector, and may determine health policies in these countries. Despite their potential influence, these agencies have not sufficiently used their power to ameliorate the access and quality of medical care for people with low incomes or from poor socioeconomic backgrounds. Why should African countries not determine their own health policies independently of these agencies? The answer is clear and simple: because of widespread corruption. In this paper, we discuss the scale, susceptibility, and effect of corruption on health-care systems in Africa, as well as discussing the role both African and high-income governments can play in delivering quality health care to patients with cancer across the continent.

Scale of corruption

The Corruption Perceptions Index annually scores countries worldwide on how corrupt their public sectors are perceived to be. Countries are scored on a scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean). The index is currently available at www.thelancet.com/oncology. The index is based on the median of expert judgements on the likelihood of public sector corruption from 13 sources, including the World Bank, Transparency International, and major business and media organisations. The index is updated annually.

Four forms of corruption can be distinguished: bribery (a clandestine order for additional money for civil services); extortion (demands for gifts and favours for civil services or depleting funds for private intents); nepotism (allocation of public service contracts to relatives or acquaintances, irrespective of their competence); and corruption purposely subordinates public welfare to private welfare. The corruption index scores on these four forms of corruption are denoted by dualism: their conduct emerges from their occupation and self-interest. Corruption involves breach of trust, deception, repression, exploitation, disparity, and indifference to victims’ torment. Individuals on low incomes and from poor socioeconomic backgrounds are disproportionately affected by corruption compared with those on high incomes and with higher socioeconomic backgrounds because they cannot afford bribes and private alternatives.

Effect on economic growth and development

Corruption reduces economic growth and development because of its effects on investment, taxation, public expenditures, and human development. Corruption subverts the efficiency of government institutions, and hinders equal distribution of resources and income across populations. For instance, corruption can decrease the ratio of investment to gross domestic product and can lead to tax evasion. In countries where corruption is an issue, government officials allocate more public funds on opportunities for private gain than on public welfare. Annually, billions of US dollars from international and national funds and potential taxable income are stolen from the African continent (table). Although political leaders from African countries vowed to spend at least 15% of their annual budget to improve the health sector by 2015 in the Abuja Declaration, almost no African countries have accomplished this Millennium Development Goal. This deficit is particularly damaging because Africa is confronted with a high burden of disease. Proper investment in the health sector could substantially prevent
a loss of income from the African population and stimulate economic growth and development.13,16

Susceptibility of health-care systems

The scale of corruption within a health-care system often mirrors the society that the system functions in. Although most health-care providers and stakeholders are honest and involved in the health sector for fundamentally altruistic reasons, the problem of corruption in African health-care systems needs to be realistically addressed. Improvements can be made that can benefit not only patients, but also all benevolent health-care providers and stakeholders. We provide a general overview of the scale and issues of corruption in African health-care sectors and do not judge the extent of corruption or the measures of prevention in different settings across Africa.

Some characteristics of health-care systems make them more susceptible to corruption: a large number of implicated players (international financial institutions, health organisations, donors, government officials, hospital administrators, health-care providers, suppliers, health insurers, patients, and the general population) and the complexity of their interactions; imbalance of medical knowledge between various players (eg, between doctors and patients, between pharmaceuticals and procurement officers); uncertainty in the health-care market makes prediction difficult when patients need specific types of health-care services and how to best allocate limited resources; difficulties in distinguishing between honest mistakes and corrupt practices; and poor record keeping.13 All these aspects can be applied to oncology care in Africa. The effect of corruption in cancer care cannot be addressed without first addressing the structures of health-care systems themselves and the interaction with various individuals at the government, hospital, and health-care provider level (figure).

Effect on the structure of health-care systems

Corruption has a major effect on the structure of health-care systems in Africa. These systems are solely as strong as their management at the government, hospital, and health-care provider level.13,15 Health-care delivery relies on effective assembly and allocation of financial resources, personnel, and supplies in a prompt, transparent manner across a country. This system demands a structure in which budgets, health-care providers, and supplies are consistently monitored, correct performances are rewarded, and misconduct is penalised. If monitoring systems and incentives for good staff performance and discipline and accountability for misconduct are not provided, management of health-care...
systems is disempowered and corruption can affect the health-care structure as a whole (panel 1). As a result, performance of health-care services can be dismal and the general population can be disadvantaged.

**Government level**

Good governance is decisive in enabling structures of health-care systems to run well but is unfortunately not present in many African countries. Corruption and distortion of health policies start with health ministers and government officials who pillage public health budgets or international and national funds for private gain. Depletion of public funds can happen during conveyance from public treasuries to ministries, from ministries to hospitals, and within hospitals. Inadequate prioritisation of projects is also an issue. Health ministers and high-ranking officials create health-care facilities in areas where these services are not useful or practical but as an attempt to gain support from those areas during elections. Most of these projects consume funds that would have otherwise been put to better use. As a result of looted health budgets, governments can reduce expenses through underpayment of health-care providers. Doctors working in public hospitals are poorly remunerated and excellence is not rewarded, which can lead to poor motivation. Thus, quality of medical care deteriorates for those patients on low incomes who are confined to public hospitals.

Governments should supply public hospitals with needed drugs and medical devices. Scarcity of inventory systems, straightforward policies, and price lists for medical goods enables the rise in corruption within the health-care sector. Often, governments are the only regulators and have absolute procurement power over these assets. Thus, opportunities for officials and suppliers to increase their wealth are rife through kickbacks, overbilling, or grafts. Government officials determine what medicines and in what amounts need to be acquired from pharmaceutical companies. To receive promised kickbacks, excessive quantities of expensive drugs may be procured. Selection of national essential drug lists might also be more determined by bribes of manufacturers than by recommendations of the WHO essential medicines list. Consequently, drugs on national lists might neither be the most cost effective nor the most suitable. Moreover, access to supplies is not controlled, making them susceptible to theft, where those responsible are not held accountable for their actions. Officials can sell purchased medicines and medical devices, intended for use in public hospitals, to private hospitals, or on the black market. Some African governments might not regulate the quality and the price of products from pharmaceutical and medical device companies, which results in overpriced substandard medicines and medical devices. Government officials can be bribed to ignore production, importation, and exportation of counterfeit drugs.

Sales of public positions or promotions also play a key part in the subversion of health-care systems in Africa. Unqualified personnel who are ready to pay bribes can get better jobs than can those who are unwilling to pay bribes. This creates a profound discrepancy between the competences and job requirements of these individuals. Recently hired or promoted employees engage in more corrupt practices to fulfil illegal monetary requirements to sustain employment and career progression.

**Hospital level**

Health ministers can transfer reduced health budgets to public hospitals. Subsequently, these hospitals might not receive sufficient revenues from government funding, financial donors, and patient reimbursements to operate effectively. Moreover, funds are often misappropriated. Administrators of public hospitals might first take their illegal share from depleted health funding. As a result of these plundered budgets, administrators are forced to cut public hospitals’ expenses by ensuring that patients who cannot afford medical care do not use it. Access can be hindered by demands for unofficial administration fees, or staff checking families’ financial situations before diagnostics or treatment and sending home those patients who cannot afford treatment. Some hospitals can both detain patients, or retain bodies of deceased patients until they receive subsidies and transport of the dead is among the most corrupt activities in the health-care sector. As a result of inappropriate procurement, theft, and resale of drugs and medical equipment by health ministries, supplies can be out of stock, overpriced, and unaffordable to patients. Accordingly, public hospitals
are compelled to rely on donated supplies. Inadequate logistical management, little oversight and poor quality monitoring can lead to drugs and medical devices that have often expired or are counterfeit.6,11

Another major challenge in the African health-care sector is equipment maintenance. Engineers responsible for this task usually do not act fast enough whenever equipment needs to be repaired. Engineers often overprice the cost for repair and keep the profits for themselves. Corruption also exists when some engineers and technicians work with doctors to delay repairs or disable equipment so that they can send patients to private facilities or are paid commission by owners of these facilities.8,19

In public hospitals, already deficient medical supplies can be sold by administrators, health-care providers, and pharmacists to private hospitals or on the black market.11 Substantial proportions of drugs and devices go missing. Depleted stocks can force public hospitals and patients to buy from private pharmacies or distributors.1 Illegal deals ensure that the referral of patients to these pharmacies and distributors leads to promised kickbacks.21 Additionally, bribes can be used to obtain employment and promotions in public hospitals.1,13,24 Personnel who refuse bribes can be exposed to retribution.20,31

Health-care provider level
In many African countries, health-care providers in public hospitals are paid low salaries. Therefore, involvements in other economic activities during office hours or making use of possibilities for private gain through public health-care systems are ubiquitous.5,23

Health-care providers working at public hospitals are paid fixed monthly salaries irrespective of their performance and output. Doctors generally deem this payment too little to support their own families and subsequently attend various other jobs at private practices.11,27,29 This combination of public and private employment is called physician dual practice. Doctors can improperly refer patients from public hospitals to their private practices in which every action implies direct remuneration. Subsequently, these new private patients receive preferential treatment at public hospitals in cases in which a facility or procedure is only available in the public hospital, forcing other patients at public hospitals to wait.4,11

Staffing at public hospitals is the most crucial component of health-care provision as hospitals cannot function without staff.11,12,28 However, physicians having dual private–public practices lead to staff shortages in public hospitals. The term ghost workers refers to personnel who never attend public hospitals yet receive wages for their position in the public profession.11,16

Health-care providers often justify their absences in public hospitals by responsibilities at private practices,11 and remorse by physicians for not attending to responsibilities at public hospitals is often scarce.11 General disregard exists in relation to the necessity of health-care workers to adequately staff public hospitals and to take care of the patients. Absenteeism of health-care workers is ubiquitous because public hospitals do not have systems to monitor and sanction staff who fail in their public responsibilities.26,27 The culture within public hospitals is highly tolerant towards absenteeism. Absence of management and a manager’s reluctance to confront doctors encourage other employees to also be absent during working hours.11,27 As a result, high absenteeism and low productivity is widely reported in public hospitals.13 Physicians are the most absent; however, all levels and types of personnel are less absent when physicians in charge are more present,41 as when staff physicians and nurses are absent, interns, residents, and auxiliary nurses are not supervised.31 Understaffed health-care services therefore rely on untrained personnel without supervision.23,31 No supervision also implies an underinvestment in the quality of future health-care providers.13 In the public health-care sector, full-time salaries are thus paid to medical staff who only work part-time.21 This mismanagement of pay results in closed departments and facilities, slow diagnostics, delays in treatment, arrears, underuse of medical equipment, waiting lists, prolonged time spent in hospital, ill-trained personnel, and eventually, adverse patient outcomes.13,22,25,28

Thus, absenteeism and dual practices of physicians fundamentally undermine equal access and quality of health-care services to patients across the continent.11,13,27,29

Informal payments to doctors, nurses, and other personnel for health-care services that either should be given for free or that are higher than formal charges are widespread.6,11,27,28 Medical staff can insist on bribes for every service they provide, such as registration, changing bed linen, giving injections, prioritisation in queues for treatment, giving better care, and acquiring subsidised medicines.11,29 Moreover, patients are not offered a choice: either bribes are paid or medical care is refused. Multiple payments are so rife in the health-care sector that patients can get confused about which payments are legal and which ones are not.31 Informal payments can surpass families’ annual income and result in serious financial debts.13

Location of private practices and private hospitals adjacent to public hospitals can contribute to the theft of drugs and medical devices. Stolen goods are either used by doctors in private practices, sold to private hospitals, or sold on the black market.11,24,28 Doctors can make deals with pharmaceutical and medical companies to only prescribe their expensive drugs or devices.7 If families cannot afford these products, cheaper alternatives are not offered and patients are sent home without care. Chronic drug shortages, malfunctioning equipment, inflated prices for medical devices, and drugs dispensed to non-existent patients affirm corruption is widespread within the African health-care sector.19
Health-care providers can use donated aid to benefit financially.\textsuperscript{6,20,23} Monetary amounts can be immediately pocketed or charged to patients for donated drugs, whilst goods can be used or sold to private practices, or sold on the black market.\textsuperscript{21}

**Interaction of multiple players**

Various players interact with health-care systems and might facilitate corruption at the government, hospital, or health-care provider level (figure).

Policies of international financial institutes might sometimes aggravate corruption. For example, most African countries do not prioritise the health sector and spend only a small proportion of their annual budget on health. To build a sustainable health-care system, the World Bank introduced cost sharing in communities to raise health-sector revenues. This implied that patients had to pay for their medical costs to make the system and use of resources more financially efficient and enhance equitable access. However, strict user fees and hospital detention practices resulted, which further restricted access to health care.\textsuperscript{1,2,11}

Some donor agencies bribe government and hospital officials to allow their programmes to run. Collusion of some donor representatives with officials occurs to provide mediocre services for private gain. Donor agencies sometimes use per diem policies that create opportunities for corruption. Per diems can lead, for instance, to retarding work, needless trainings, overestimating time required for tasks, negative working environment in which people insist on payments for all activities, unfair acquisition by superiors of per diems meant for others, subsequent distrust of subordinates toward their superiors, and conflicts. Donors often do not understand local scenarios and insufficiently engage beneficiaries to make them understand what their project needs to achieve.\textsuperscript{6,12,42}

Suppliers are known to overprice products or sometimes supply fake products either by collusion with procurement officials, or by taking advantage of officials who know little about these health products. In oncology, where drugs and equipment are not common and new products come onto the market frequently, this collusion is widespread.\textsuperscript{6,11,22,23}

Public, commercial, and non-profit health-insurance agencies can be swindled by other players in the health sector, such as doctors billing for unnecessary or undelivered procedures and patients using forged insurance cards, but can also be involved in corrupt practices themselves. Public health insurers can misappropriate funds or allocate funds for political gain. Commercial and non-profit health insurers can engage in fraudulent billing, illegally rejecting insurance claims, and bribing insurance regulators to ignore unlawful practices.\textsuperscript{1}

Scarcity of information available for patients contributes immensely to corruption. Patients do not know what to expect from health-care systems and therefore cannot defend their rights and demand proper health care.\textsuperscript{1,4} Conversely, some patients might under-report their capability to pay hospital fees or use insurance plans that do not belong to them. The general population also adds to the issue of corruption in health institutions by expecting to receive favours, especially if friends or relatives run those institutions. Health-care workers are not looked upon favourably by their community if they do not extend favours to their friends or family.\textsuperscript{10}

**Cancer care**

Damage imposed by corruption on the structure of health-care systems has an irrefutable effect on the provision of cancer care in Africa (panel 2). To the general public, health ministries, public hospitals, and health-care providers are generally known to be corrupt and the law does not protect individuals seeking health care. Corruption generates social injustice and a feeling of insecurity in the general population.\textsuperscript{3,11,22} Corrupt services in public health care might scare poor families and encourage them to use alternative treatment, such as herbal medicine or witchcraft.\textsuperscript{1,12,11-14}

Reported cancer incidences are substantially lower than actual incidences in service areas of public hospitals, which might be mitigated by an avoidance of corrupt public health-care services.\textsuperscript{1,15-17,48} Corruption might also invoke delays in people seeking health care, resulting in patients only being diagnosed at a late stage of the disease. By the time patients finally visit hospital, the disease is often no longer curable.\textsuperscript{1,4} As patients on low incomes are less able to pay bribes or afford private health-care alternatives, their access to cancer care is restricted: many low-income families are immediately sent home after diagnosis without receiving any cancer care. Other families will start treatment but high costs, additional bribes, and little access to available donations force them to stop treatment prematurely.\textsuperscript{1,10,11}

In Africa, very few staff are appropriately qualified in the field of oncology, and their absenteeism greatly worsens the quality of care provided to patients. Oncology care is a specialty with complex protocols and patients who need multidisciplinary approaches for treatment. An absence of senior doctors to provide leadership results in delays to decision making or in wrong treatments being offered to patients. Because of the absenteeism of senior doctors, junior staff do not acquire appropriate knowledge and skills from mentorship. These junior doctors continue to practice medicine in a substandard manner and possibly pass on wrong information to other health workers.\textsuperscript{25,26} Complex cancer cases are thus taken care of by rotating junior staff rather than supervised by experienced doctors. Residents, interns, and auxiliary nurses have little experience and knowledge of oncology protocols without the appropriate supervision.\textsuperscript{25,26}
Chemotherapeutic protocols from high-income countries cannot simply be used in low-income countries.27,28 Intensive chemotherapy needs supportive care facilities and trained personnel that are not present in low-income countries. In these countries, patients are often malnourished or have concomitant infections and therefore react differently to chemotherapy. Intensive drug schedules that are hazardous if not properly applied should be avoided.31,32 Because senior doctors are working at private practices, unsupervised, inexperienced staff will more easily not adhere to complex protocols.33 Not only should intensity of treatment be changed but also duration of treatment as medicines are often neither available nor affordable.34 Therefore, less intensive, less toxic, shorter, and cheaper protocols than those used in high-income countries are needed.35–37

Doctors engaging in physician dual practices have no time to plan and execute research. As a result, the size of the cancer burden in Africa is not accurately documented and no local, applicable solutions to the problems are being explored. Subsequently, the level of cancer care is unlikely to improve for future generations.34

Because of the absence of medical staff, unavailable or malfunctioning imaging techniques, closed surgery rooms, non-functional laboratory facilities, inadequate drugs supplies, and closed hospital wards, waiting lists in public hospitals can be extensive.38–41 These lists result in delayed diagnostics, late start or intermittent cancer treatment. Long waiting times enable cancer progression and reduce chances of survival.

Additionally, because of theft and resale, supplies of drugs and medical devices in public hospitals are frequently out of stock. Families are forced to buy medicines and materials from private distributors, which inevitably incur additional costs to the individual. If private alternatives are not available or affordable, adequate cancer treatment according to prescribed treatment schedules is made impossible for large swathes of the population.42 Although a reduction in the price of generic anticancer drugs could decrease total costs of cancer care and improve access to medicine for those patients on low incomes, motivation to produce, distribute, and prescribe these drugs might be low because generic drugs provide less personal revenues and kickbacks for pharmaceutical companies, distributors, pharmacists, and doctors.43 When regulatory authorities ignore the distribution of counterfeit drugs, they compromise the wellbeing of patients who receive inefficacious drugs.44

African populations often have low literacy levels and little notion of the need to proceed with chemotherapy once patients respond to initial treatment. As with any country, provision of clear information about cancer treatment is crucial to ensure long-term commitment. Yet, cancer education is not given by appropriately qualified doctors as they are too busy in private practice. Subsequently, poor families receive either no information or confusing messages by different residents, interns, and auxiliary nurses.45,46 Therefore, insight into why it is important to complete prescribed protocols is absent in patients and medical teams.

Corruption from medical staff at times when patients are most vulnerable and desperately need medical attention creates profound distrust of health-care providers within the continent. Additionally, patients have no control over the amount and timing of bribes, which makes them feel powerless. In Africa, strong social hierarchical structures exist, which create a large
gap between doctors and families on low incomes. This status and power gap makes poor families unable to defend their rights and thus they are forced to silently accept corrupt health-care services, despite being detrimental to their health. For health-care providers, families on low incomes are therefore easy targets for personal financial enrichment. Lack of respect for medical professionals reduces adherence to cancer treatment, as does patients’ feeling of lack of control over their disease progression and treatment.

Thus, corruption in the health-care system stimulates abandonment of treatment, the most frequent reason for cancer treatment failure in Africa, which can lead to progressive or relapsed disease and, ultimately, death.\textsuperscript{8,11,22,58}

Some patients who have unpaid medical bills are detained by the hospital. Detention of patients because of unpaid medical bills is highly distressing to families, who desperately try to find money to redeem their loved ones. Every extra day in detention increases the cost of medical bills, therefore families trying to buy patients out of hospital detention find it increasingly difficult to meet increasing payment demands. Some patients are completely abandoned inside hospital because of a lack of money to pay for bills.\textsuperscript{12,13} Cancer treatment involves high costs and bribes during prolonged periods. Families often need to sell vital assets, such as land, harvest, or livestock, to pay for medical bills and bribes. However, these assets are needed for their livelihood and without them families are drawn deeper into poverty and cannot afford future medical care and bribes.\textsuperscript{1,13,30} A vicious downward spiral evolves, resulting with unfinished cancer treatments, unnecessary cancer deaths, and poor socioeconomic outcomes.\textsuperscript{1,8,10,34}

Many collaborative programmes between oncology departments in high-income and low-income countries are established to share knowledge and improve cancer survival in low-income countries.\textsuperscript{1,30} Both partners share their interest in oncology expertise, but do not share the same sociocultural backgrounds. Frequently, high-income partners are driven to help patients in low-income countries but might not be aware of the pervasive corruption issue and how it affects cancer care in low-income countries. However, low-income partners work in corrupt health-care systems in which taking care of the poor is not prioritised. If preventive measures are not taken, donations might be corrupted.\textsuperscript{17}

Few African countries have enacted legislation to ensure cancer prevention and treatment. However, in those countries that have, corruption can lead to allocated funds being diverted for personal gains, meaning that execution of cancer legislation does not work.\textsuperscript{44} Corruption can lead to both undertreatment, when patients receive no or little cancer care, or overtreatment, when doctors inappropriately order more tests, procedures, and drugs than necessary so as to enhance personal profit; or to mistreatment with malfunctioning medical devices or counterfeit drugs.\textsuperscript{6,75} All these strategies can eventually cause premature death.\textsuperscript{15,28}

**Moral autonomy and responsibility**

The cultures of western countries have an individualistic orientation, whereas cultures in Africa are based on collectivism. In many collectivist societies, preservation of social harmony and culture of respect to those who hold higher positions are given priority. This set-up restricts the validity of other moral principles, such as helping those patients on low incomes. An individual therefore has restricted moral autonomy and responsibility. Of note, this collectivist society is not about creating social harmony or ideal situations, but about accepting, preserving, and not disturbing existing situations and social hierarchies. Subordinates should not criticise their superiors or demand them to uphold responsibilities. In fact, the reverse applies, as conduct of superiors becomes the role model. In Africa, behaviour is correct when it advances social harmony and hierarchy, but is wrong when behaviour disrupts this state.\textsuperscript{60–72} Corruption thus starts at the top of the social hierarchy.\textsuperscript{70} Corrupt misconduct of health ministers and government officials is imitated by the administrators of public hospitals. Likewise, doctors are corrupt, which allows nurses and other health-care personnel to misuse their power for private gain, allowing a culture of corruption to become widespread and accepted.

**Role of high-income countries**

What is the role of high-income countries in facilitating the issue of corruption across the continent? What do high-income countries have to gain from an impoverished, illiterate Africa with corrupt regimes? Unfortunately, high-income countries have often sought to gain from Africa’s rich natural resources, corrupt local leaders, and poorer subordinates.\textsuperscript{8,9,74}

Governmental institutions, laws, and values were installed during the colonial period to favour the small group of elite individuals from western countries and suppress the African majority. Education and better employment positions in public and commercial sectors were reserved for individuals from western countries. Monitoring systems to hold these individuals accountable for their corruption were absent. After independence was gained from colonial rule, those who struggled for independence were inexperienced in setting up and managing efficient governmental institutions. The previous corrupt centralised structures remain: now the African elite are favoured and the poor majority is disregarded.\textsuperscript{60,74}

The colonial rulers exploited Africa’s natural resources for economic gain, favoured some local leaders, and repressed native inhabitants. At present, the political and business elite from high-income countries of technology, oil, mining, defence, engineering, property development,
and estate corporations still bribe leaders to safeguard contracts and influence government decisions. These business deals first profit the high-income countries, favour African leaders and civil servants financially, pollute the environment, and impoverish Africa’s population. Without corruption, some businesses could lose their position in the world economic market and adversely affect the economies of high-income countries and their citizens.16–19

The misappropriated money that denies Africans proper health and cancer care sits in the banks of high-income countries with comfortable Corruption Perceptions Index scores. High-income countries do not choose to stop their banks from accepting plundered funds from African politicians and civil servants; they do not do due diligence and do not question the origin of their corrupt fortune.16–19

Although high-income countries like to perceive themselves as the watchdog of world order, their political leaders are remarkably silent about the part their businesses play in stimulating corruption in Africa. Also, little effort has been made to either stop banks situated in these high-income countries from being safe havens for looted African budgets or to return stolen monies. Why? Most likely because this situation is not in their economic interest.16–19

Additionally, the media in these high-income countries, including television, radio, newspapers, and medical scientific journals, seem reluctant to publish the true magnitude of corruption in Africa and the extent of

---

**Panel 3: Recommendations to address corruption in African health-care systems**

**International financial institutions, health organisations, and donors**
- Pressurise governments to use development assistance to address key components of health-care systems: monitoring systems, rewards, punishments, decent salaries, physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments
- Press governments and use development assistance to end hospital detention practices
- Engage communities in programmes and provide information on what will be given and to whom
- Evaluate programmes on the basis of health outcomes and not on disbursement level or speed
- Engage in civic education to inform communities on structure and organisation of health-care systems and what an individual’s rights are

**UN treaty monitoring bodies and the UN special rapporteur**
- Acknowledge that hospital detention practices violate the UN Human Rights Declaration signed by African governments
- Investigate hospital detention practices and advise governments on how to stop these processes

**Governments in high-income countries**
- Stop businesses from high-income countries bribing African politicians and civil servants
- Stop banks in high-income countries from being safe havens for looted African funds
- Urge these banks to return monies stolen by African politicians and civil servants

**African governments**
- Strong leaders with high morality and integrity must set a good example for their subordinates
- Stop misappropriation of funds
- Address key components of health-care systems
- Install monitoring systems for health budgets, personnel, and supplies
- Make information on health budgets, performance indicators, tender processes, conditions, and decisions freely available
- Install and execute rewards for good performance and punishments for misconduct
- Pay appropriate salaries to health-care providers in public hospitals
- Install and execute legislation to make physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments unlawful and punishable
- Install independent monitoring bodies to ascertain that physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments do not continue
- Install and execute legislation to make hospital detention practices unlawful and punishable
- Install independent monitoring bodies to ascertain that the detention practices do not continue
- Install whistle-blower protection and independent anti-corruption institutions

**Public hospitals**
- Strong leaders with high morality and integrity must set a good example for their subordinates
- Stop misappropriation of funds
- Address key components of health-care systems
- Install monitoring systems for health budgets, personnel, and supplies
- Install and execute rewards for good performance and punishments for misconduct
- Pay appropriate salaries to health-care providers in public hospitals
- Install and execute legislation to make physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments unlawful and punishable
- Install independent monitoring bodies to ascertain that physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments do not continue
- Install whistle-blower protection and independent anti-corruption institutions

*UN special rapporteur is an independent expert with mandates to investigate, report, and advise on human rights from a thematic or country-specific perspective.
implication these high-income countries have in facilitating the issue of corruption, perhaps in fear of reprisal of multinational, losing advertising revenue or readership, and discouraging outreach projects.34,35 Without realistic reports, crucial awareness cannot be raised and improvements for Africa’s population are made impossible.

**Recommendations**

Corruption is a deeply-rooted, multifaceted, and complex issue affecting whole societies in Africa, not just the health-care sector.29,36 Unfortunately, no easy solutions exist to stop the issue of corruption and its effects from spreading.3,13,23,25

Frequently, efforts to improve access and quality of medical care for patients focus on funding direct needs such as medical supplies. The structure in which health-care systems function is usually ignored.13,15,23–27 Yet, the structure perpetuates corruption and hinders access to, and quality of, medical care for poor people. Well-intended funding might have little or no effect, and could even aggravate corruption.13,23,25,27 For example, extra funding for chemotherapy or medical equipment has negligible effect on outcomes for patients with cancer when no experienced doctors in public hospitals are motivated to help treat patients on low incomes. Hence, the focus should be on health-care systems affected by corruption at the government, hospital, and health-care provider levels.

African leaders of high moral integrity, serving as role models for subordinates, are the main prerequisite to fight corruption. Corrupt leaders and governments cannot be expected to take the initiative to wipe out corruption; however, international financial institutions, health organisations, and donors can influence African health policies with funding, advice, and by applying their power within the health-care sector. Panel 3 shows recommendations for combined preventative measures to address corruption in health-care systems.14

Monitoring systems, severe punishment for corruptors, rewards for good performance, and decent salaries must be installed in these corrupt health-care systems. Because access and quality of medical and cancer care for patients on low incomes and in public hospitals is impossible without experienced health-care providers, an essential step is needed to deal with this issue. Physician dual practices, absenteeism, and informal payments lead to medical neglect of patients on low incomes in public hospitals and needs to cease. Corrupt structure of health-care systems must be addressed to improve health and cancer care for patients in Africa.13
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